BLANKET DEFINITIONS
KB (Kennel Blanket): Single or double layered fleece sewn, (not the knotted type) for every day kennel use. It should be
plain, without adornment or fringes because they will get more wear and hold up to more washings. Additional fabrics,
such as flannel on one side is also acceptable. Again, it is important to be durable and machine washable. Crochet and
knit blankets are not usable for KB’s due to heavy duty use. Adding an appliqued heart to identify the blanket as being
from WIL is accepted.
AB (Adopter Blanket): All blanket types accepted for AB’s. This includes knitted, crocheted, sewn, quilted and tied fleece.
These are the blankets that will go home with the dog to their foster home or their adopted home. This is where you can
add style and flair. This is also where your Labels of Love are important. Many of these become family treasures.
All blankets and any other items have one additional requirement. Love.
Blankets made with yarn should not have large gaps or holes in the pattern because it can be hazardous for little puppy
feet and toenails to get entangled. Please do not make granny squares or similarly patterned blankets.
Blanket sizes start approximately 3 ft x 3 ft. If there is a special request for a specific size it will be noted in the current
project’s information rollout. Dogs come in every size, shape, color and breed. Blankets should vary as well. There are
no blanket police, so make what you can and make them with love. We know you WIL!
Wrapped in Love works primarily with only 501c3 rescues, therefore each shipment from our members of blankets, belly
bands and other items must be accompanied with a donation form, unless otherwise specified. Please check for the
donation form, address, and any other additional pertinent information in the FILES section of our page.
Before shipping blankets please read the “Labels of Love” file.
If you need ideas, have ideas or would like to discuss sewing techniques, please check the Files tab above. If you have
not created your account on the WIL website please do so now. WIL completed projects are found there as well as
additional information that may be of interest.

